The Smart Dock ‘One LAB Wall’
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Concept/
The Smart Dock One Lab, as part of the New Lab innovation facility in the
Brooklyn Navy Yard offers a variety of interdisciplinary learning and collaborative spaces. The idea is to break the horizontal gesture of the on-going
project by inserting a giant programmatic wall and a void within the given
boundaries. The interface of the wall is a twofold: it allows on one side a
distribution of dedicated areas and on the other side a possible extension
thanks to two mobile platforms which can slide slides along the boundaries providing different spatial conﬁgurations. Thus, the wall can unfold and
open-up according to the needs of the users when the platform stops.
The fact that a part of the project is left to the uncertainty can lead to a
new way of consuming space in an unexpected manner. Thus, the functions
can shift, communicate, expend, renewed...
Access/
The accessibility is permitted by a lateral staircase, which connects all the
ﬂoors. Furthermore, the platforms act as elevators.
Materiality/
The One Lab Wall is made of wood.
The whole structure is wrapped in a polycarbonate facade which allows a
diffuse daylight.
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Existing structure and the new re-organization of the New Lab,
the program is spread on the ground.

Instead of an horizontal plan, the project is seen as a vertical
master plan where the functions are stacked on top of each other
in order to create a tower.

Dedicated and transformable space, two platforms allow a great
ﬂexibility.
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04/ Concept Levels + mobile platforms
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07 - The Panorama

The One Lab Wall can be seen
as a giant shelf where hidden
functions allow a great ﬂexibility.

Belvedere on the dock.
Meditation area, borrowed
space for special events
such as dinner , exhibition, ...

1
Existing brick wall with ﬁx
dedicated areas within a
10×40 feet strip.

06 - The Lounge
Kitchen / Seating area /
Leisure area
The wall is made of different interactive modules
which offers a ﬂexibility of
usages. (Tennis table, Rotating writing wall, Bar...)

05 - The Library
The reading room can be
extended in order to offer
a platform for public lectures as well as courses.

2
7 dedicated ﬂoors of
different functionalities
working like a anthill.

04 - The Ofﬁce
3 separated administration / faculties areas
which can be combined.
The mobile platform provides an extra space for
meetings / conferences

03 - The Work Space
4
The movable platforms
can be easily adjusted
according to the needs.

Learning space for 16
students + additional
work space for an other
16 with the platform

Ground ﬂoor foot print
and 4feet raster

Exploded axonometry

02 - The Open Space
Atelier / Workshop /
Meeting / Group work /
Borrowed space for collaborative work

01 - The Stage
Public events / Pin-up /
Presentation / Exhibition
area

Existing 1ﬂoor

Ground ﬂoor

Section South

New Lab Interior

